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A General Observational Strategy for Validation of Satellite NO2

Retrievals using Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption

Spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS)

Jeffrey D Earley

(ABSTRACT)

This thesis analyzes the effectiveness of spatially averaged Multi-AXis Differential Optical

Absorption Spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS) measurements at regular azimuth angle intervals

on an hourly basis to validate satellite based DOAS measurements. Off-Axis MAX-DOAS

Measurements taken in Blacksburg, Virginia, between November 2021 and April 2022 with

an evenly distributed set of measurements were averaged every hour and compared to Di-

rect Sun measurements, also averaged every hour. Comparisons of the difference in average

measurement from both measuring strategies, as well as the distribution standard deviations

of hourly measurements suggests that the NO2 distribution around Blacksburg is homo-

geneous. In order to test the effectiveness of this sampling strategy,in an inhomogeneous

location, the LOTOS-EUROS high resolution (1kmx1km) chemical transport model was

used to simulate profiles and vertical column densities of real measurements taken during

the TROLIX’19 Field Campaign. The LOTOs-EUROS model was used to simulate vertical

profiles as well as Vertical Column Densities based on real MAX-DOAS measurements as

well as TROPOMI viewing geometry. While the individual ground measurements were not

equal to the TROPOMI profile, the TROPOMI profile is approximately the average of the

profiles of measurements made within the hour of TROPOMI overpass.



A General Observational Strategy for Validation of Satellite NO2

Retrievals using Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption

Spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS)

Jeffrey D Earley

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

This thesis analyzes the effectiveness of spatially averaged Multi-AXis Differential Optical

Absorption Spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS) measurements at regular intervals of angles offset

from due North on an hourly basis to validate satellite based DOAS measurements. MAX-

DOAS Measurements taken relative to the position of the sun in Blacksburg, Virginia, a low

NO2 location, between November 2021 and April 2022 to determine the effectiveness of a gen-

eralized measuring strategy for satellite validation in low pollution environments. An evenly

distributed set of measurements were averaged every hour and compared to measurements

taken in the direction of the sun, also averaged every hour, to determine if the variability of

NO2 around Blacksburg is high enough to require a generalized sampling strategy, or if the

NO2 distribution is homogeneous enough to be accurately validated with Direct Sun mea-

surements only.. Comparisons of the difference in average measurement from both measuring

strategies, as well as the distribution of standard deviations of hourly measurements suggests

that the NO2 distribution around Blacksburg is low. In order to test the effectiveness of

this sampling strategy in a higher pollution location with many sources and sinks of NO2,

the data from the LOTOS-EUROS high resolution (1kmx1km) chemical transport model

run by the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute for the TROLIX’19 Field Campaign was

used to simulate vertical distributions of NO2 and vertical column densities of measurements

taken during the field campaign. The LOTOS-EUROS model was used to simulate vertical

distributions of NO2 as well as Vertical Column Densities based on real MAX-DOAS mea-

surements as well as viewing geometry seen by the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
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(TROPOMI) satellite-based instrument. While the individual ground measurements were

not equal to the vertical distribution seen by TROPOMI, the TROPOMI vertical distribu-

tion is approximately the average of the vertical distributions of measurements made within

an hour of TROPOMI passing over Rotterdam.
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Chapter 1

Thesis objectives and Organization

1.1 Thesis goals and objectives

The goal of this thesis is to determine the viability of spatially sampling measurements to

improve satellite validation in environments with homogeneous and inhomogeneous distri-

butions of NO2. Therefore, at a measuring site with a homogeneous distribution of NO2,

Blacksburg, Virginia, two measuring strategies, one that measures a large air volume and

one that measures a smaller air volume, are measured simultaneously and comparisons be-

tween the two strategies made can be used to determine the effectiveness of the sampling

strategy in a homogeneous environment. The effectiveness of the two sampling strategies

can be used to determine whether or not a large volume of air must be sampled in order to

properly validate satellite-based measurements, or if a small volume of air can adequately

represent the spatial variability of measurements for locations similar to Blacksburg. For

ground-based validation in an inhomogeneous environment, simulated vertical distributions

of NO2 based on real measurements can be used to show the effect that viewing direction

has on the profiles retrieved as well as in comparison to profiles seen by satellite-based in-
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2 Chapter 1. Thesis objectives and Organization

struments. These vertical distributions will show the effect of horizontal inhomogeneity on

individual measurements when compared to satellite measurements, and show a possible

cause of the differences in retrievals between satellite and ground-based measurements.

1.2 Thesis organization

This thesis is as organized as follows: Chapter 1 describes the basic outline and objectives of

this thesis. Chapter 2 introduces theNOx family of trace gases, with an emphasis onNO2, by

explaining its impact on human health, as well as its distribution in the atmosphere. Next

Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy, a remote sensing method that is commonly

used to determine NO2 pollution quantities and is used in this thesis, is described as well as

the relevant satellite based instruments and current ground based validation strategies using

Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy. One major issue in ground-based

satellite validation is the underestimation of pollution quantities retrieved from satellite

measurements when compared to ground-based measurements. In order to characterize this

discrepancy, Chapter 3 proposes a possible measuring strategy to improve satellite validation,

as well as comparisons made to a different strategy that measures a smaller volume of air than

the proposed strategy. In addition, the methodology used to simulate vertical distributions of

NO2 is explained. Chapter 4 shows the results of the data collected and analyzed according

to Chapter 3. Chapter 5 makes conclusions based on the results shown in Chapter 4. Finally,

Chapter 6 gives further work that can be done on this topic to further understand the impact

that measuring strategies have on satellite validation.



Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 Ground-based remote sensing of NO2

2.1.1 Nitrogen Oxides

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx = NO2 + NO) are trace gasses that play an important role in both

stratospheric and tropospheric chemistry, being responsible for ozone and aerosol produc-

tion in both atmospheric layers. While there are many biogenic sources of NOx, such as soil

chemestry and lightning, the primary sources are anthropogenic; pollution from combustion

engines and power generation are the primary sources for NOx [33] [17]; as such NO2 pol-

lution distributions tend to be centered around urban centers, where vehicle density is at

its largest [34]. Not only does NOx drive tropospheric Ozone formation and stratospheric

Ozone Depletion, exposure to NO2 can lead to adverse health effects, such as Pulmonary

Inflammation [17], susceptibility to respiratory infection [17] decreases in lung function and

an increase in susceptibility to allergens for people with asthma [44] [39]. Anthropogenic

NO2 has a relatively short lifetime at approximately 3.8 hours [36]; this means that NO2

3



4 Chapter 2. Introduction

pollution remains close to its source, and can be used to track pollution sources.

Vertical Profiles of Nitrogen Dioxide are heavily influenced by the Planetary Boundary Layer

(PBL). The PBL is the lowest layer of the troposphere, which is connected to the planet’s

surface. Because of this, the PBL is the primary location of anthropogenic emissions and

is where the majority of tropospheric chemistry occurs. Zhang et al. [50] determined that

the height of the PBL during the day is proportional to air temperature, and inversely

proportional to relative humidity by comparing daily radiosonde measurements taken at

12:00 Local Time at 26 locations around Europe over a period of 30 years. Average yearly

heights for the PBL around Europe range between 0.5km and 1.5km. Due to the shorter

lifetime ofNO2 when compared to transport from the surface to the free troposphere, which is

approximately one week, NO2 profiles remain below the PBL. Wang et al. [49] demonstrates

this concept by developing profiles of many trace gases, including NO2, in Northern China

. Maximum concentrations of NO2 were found in the morning, due to both an increase in

vehicular emissions in the morning as well as the combination of higher relative humidity

and lower temperatures in the morning decreasing the height of the PBL. The average profile

height for NO2 is estimated to be approximately 1.2km, with a minimum on high pollution

mornings at 0.5km.

In order to quantify NO2 exposure, there are a number of different methods that can be

used. In-Situ methods measure NO2 concentrations at the measuring location only. These

measurements are only valid for areas on the microscopic scale, and represent the concen-

trations seen at an exact location. Remote sensing methods, on the other hand, measure

concentrations in a given volume of air. The of this volume can change depending on the

type of viewing geometry and measuring technique used. For instance, due to the large dis-

tance between a satellite’s orbit and the Earth’s surface, satellite-based measurements will

measure a large volume of air, approximately a column with a cross sectional area on kilo-
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meter scales, through the entirety of the atmosphere. Ground-based measurements instead

measure a smaller volume of air, which can be approximated as a cone with radii in the

hundreds of meters range and distances between 10-20km. One remote sensing technique

that is commonly used for retrievals of NO2 air quality data is differential optical absorption

spectroscopy, which is also used to retrieve NO2 data in this thesis.

2.1.2 Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy, (DOAS) is a spectroscopic technique used to

retrieve information on trace gas concentrations from light spectra [31]. Like other remote

sensing techniques, the DOAS techniques begins with the measuring of solar radiance or

irradiance, depending on if the light measured is unscattered or scattered, respectively. The

measurements are performed in one of three viewing geometries: Direct Sun, which measures

unscattered sunlight, Multi-Axis DOAS, which measured scattered light in distinct azimuth

and zenith directions in the sky, and Zenith Scattered light, not used in this thesis, which

measures scattered sunlight that has been scattered into the light path of the instrument

directly overhead the measuring site. Next the measured spectra are corrected for instrumen-

tal errors such as: Dark current, spectrometer non-linearity, pixel response nonuniformity,

spectrometer temperature sensitivity, wavelength shifting, stray light, etc [6]. After this,

absorption cross section is fitted to the differential optical depth, which is the natural log

of the ratio between the reference and measured intensities, to retrieve the differential slant

column density of the measurement, the difference between slant column densities of the

measurement and reference measurement. Finally, the differential slant column densities

can be converted to their final data products. In the case of the Direct Sun geometry,

dSCD’s can be converted to vertical column densiteis through the use of the air mass factor.

For MAX-DOAS measurements, measurements made in a given set of measured zenith an-
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gles can be converted to vertical profiles through the use of inverse modelling with radiative

transfer models.

Like classical optical absorption spectroscopy, DOAS is derived from the Beer-Lambert Law,

which states that a measured light intensity (I) is equal to the original reference intensity (I0)

multiplied by the exponential of the wavelength absorption cross section (σ(λ)) multiplied

by the gas concentration (c) and the path length (L), or:

I = I0e
−σ(λ)∗c∗L. (2.1)

However, this equation is for only one trace gas being measured. For more complex gas

mixtures, the exponential becomes a summation of all trace gas concentrations in the mixture

multiplied by each absorption cross section and the common path length, in addition to

Rayleigh and Mie scattering effects. This method becomes exceedingly complicated for any

measurements made outside of a lab setting; Air is a good example of this, since air is

composed mainly of N2 and O2 there are already two major absorbers that have to be taken

into account before any trace gasses can be considered, and since normally each trace gas will

be retrieved individually, this means that there are a lot of cross sections and concentrations

to deal with, before even taking into account non-absorbing effects, such as Rayleigh and Mie

scattering. DOAS overcomes this complexity by taking advantage of the fact that absorption

cross-sections can be separated into two parts, with σ0 representing the broadband structures

of the cross-section with slow variations in λ, and σ‘, representing the narrowband structures

of he cross-section that vary rapidly with λ. Now, the Beer-Lambert law becomes, after also

adding in scattering effects such as Rayleigh and Mie scattering:

I = I0e
−LΣσ′(λ)jcj(b0 + b1x+ b2x

2) (2.2)
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The differential absorption cross section, σ′(λ), of each trace gas of interest is determined

through laboratory testing using high resolution instrumentation to accurately measure the

high frequency structure of the absorption cross section. These high resolution absorption

cross sections can been be convoluted with the instrumental slit function to match the res-

olution of the instrument to be used in DOAS retrievals. Now that these two terms are

separated, the intensity in the absence of differential absorption can estimated as a polyno-

mial (b0 + b1x+ b2x
2), and represents the fitted approximation of wideband structures in the

absorption cross section, as well as scattering effects. After substituting the differential cross

section into the Beer-Lambert equation, the differential optical density can be calculated

using the ratio between a measured intensity and a reference intensity, and the following

conclusion can be reached:

D′ = ln(
I ′0(λ)

I(λ)
) = Σσ′jLjcj (2.3)

where D′ is the differential optical density of a layer for j different absorbers. The absorption

cross section of each trace gas is unique, therefore careful selection of wavelength intervals to

analyze will allow trace gases to be retrieved individually. The differential optical depth can

be used to determine the slant column density (SCD) of the measurement, which corresponds

to the amount of trace gas concentration integrated along the light path. These slant column

densities can be converted to vertical profiles as well as vertical column densities through the

use of radiative transfer modelling and weighting functions [12], which describe the sensitivity

of intensity to gas perturbations at each atmospheric layer of the model.

The Ring Effect, originlally identified by Grainger and Ring [15] in 1962, describes the

difference in shape of Fraunhofer Solar absorption lines when measuring direct and scattered

sunlight. The cause of this phenomena has been identified as rotational Raman Scattering

[3] and can affect optical density by a maximum of a few percent, which significantly affects

DOAS retrievals [18]. To account for this effect, a Fraunhofer Reference Spectrum can be
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used during DOAS retrievals of scattered sunlight by fitting for a pseudo-absorber to detect

light path enhancements due to the increased complexities of ratiative transfer when dealing

with scattered light [18].

2.1.3 Direct sun DOAS

Direct Sun Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy measures unscattered solar radiance

for DOAS retirevals. Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of a typical direct sun measurement.

Since the vast majority of light collected is unscattered, this means the path length of

each retrieval will be much longer than scattered light methods, allowing for sensitivity to

both stratospheric as well as tropospheric profiles. The path length observed changes as a

function of solar position, as the sun tracks overhead, the path length decreases until it is at

its minimum at zenith.

Figure 2.1: Diagram of a Direct Sun DOAS Measurement [31]

This sensitivity can be described by the solar zenith angle (SZA) which is 0◦ when directly

overhead, and 90◦ at the horizon. In order to quantify direct sun measurements, the slant
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column density is normally used, and is defined as the concentration of trace gas integrated

over the path length within the entire atmosphere.

S =

∫ ∞
0

c(s)ds (2.4)

where ds is in the direction of the sun. This column density is only an apparent one,

however, which is highly difficult to interpret due to the myriad of possible path lengths

each measurement observes. Therefore, it is easier to describe the slant column density by

the differential optical depth D’ and the differential absorption cross section σ′: S = D′

σ′
. In

order to relate the SCD to a more useful quantifier, the Vertical Column Density, the ratio

between the two densities, the air mass factor, can be used. The AMF can also be related

to the slant length, L, and the vertical path length, Z, and can be estimated based on the

solar zenith angle:

AMF =
L

Z
= sec

(
sin−1

(
R

R + heff
· sin(SZA∗)

))
(2.5)

Where R is the radius of the Earth from the center to the measuring site, heff is the effective

height of the trace gas profile to be retrieved, and SZA* is the solar zenith angle corrected

for atmospheric refraction. This AMF equation addresses the sensitivity to the tropospheric

profile at solar zenith angles above 75◦, which allows the total column density measured by

the direct sun method to be accurately at solar zenith angles below with negligible change

in measurement accuracy 80◦ [41].
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2.1.4 Multi-axis DOAS

Multi Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS) [18] [31] is a DOAS

measuring technique that uses scattered sunlight from various azimuth and zenith angles to

retrieve slant column densities of trace gases. The absorption of trace gases as determined by

ground based measurements depend predominantly on the distribution of light paths through

the atmosphere; these light paths are influenced by aerosols in the boundary layer, which

determine the last scattering altitude of the measured irradiance. Since scattered light can

travel along any number of light paths, atmospheric radiative transfer must be properly de-

scribed. Retrievals of Vertical Column Densities, the data product most commonly retrieved

from DOAS measurements, as well as vertical profiles of trace gas concentrations can be

made through the use of inverse modelling and optimal estimation of atmospheric radiative

transfer conditions [12] [43] [21] which uses a priori trace gas profiles to fit a model of at-

mospheric conditions and sensitivities to gas perturbations in the atmosphere, the weighting

functions fitted can then be used to retrieve profiles based on the differential slant column

densities retrieved. However, mathematically the MAX-DOAS technique can be best under-

stood by assuming the light detected has been scattered a single time at an identical point

in space, rather than attempting to model the path lengths of individual photons that are

affected by multiple scattering events that occur for scattered; this is called the single scat-

tering approximation. The approximate path length that is assumed by the single scattering

approximation can be estimated by using the effective length of O2O2 collisional complex

retrievals [11]. The O4 profile is directly proportional to the profile of air, which itself can

be measured through meteorological measurements of air pressure and temperature, and

dSCD’s of O4 can be retrieved through the DOAS technique. The ratio between the dSCD

of O4 and the profile of O4.
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L ≈ dSCDO4

cO4

(2.6)

Figure 2.2: Diagram of a MAX-DOAS Measurement

The slant column density retrieved through MAX-DOAS is defined as the trace gas concen-

tration derived along the effective light path, which is the average of an infinite number of

different light paths:

S =

∫ L

0

c(s)ds =
D

σ′
(2.7)

However, the slant column density requires knowledge of the intensity of light at the top of the

atmosphere, which is unknown to ground-based measurements. Therefore, the differential

slant column density (dSCD) can be retrieved instead, which is the measured intensity at a
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given reference angle; for MAX-DOAS, the reference angle is vertical, at a 90◦ zenith angle.

∆S =
D′

σ′
=
ln( I(90◦)

I(φ)
)

σ′
) = S(φ)− S(90◦) (2.8)

where φ is the zenith angle of the measurement. The information that can be gained from

the dSCD, however, is only the difference in slant column densities measured, and does not

give information about the absolute trace gas concentrations around the measuring site.The

vertical column density, on the other hand, is defined as the vertical trace gas concentration

integrated along a vertical light path:

V =

∫ ∞
0

c(z)dz (2.9)

The VCD is a more convenient data product than either slant column density because it

represents the total concentration of a trace gas above a measuring site, and is neither relative

to another measurement nor measured along an unknown light path, its path is the length

of the atmosphere, or in the case of tropospheric vertical column densities, the height of the

troposphere. In addition, the Air Mass Factor (AMF) is the ratio between the SCD and

VCD retrieved by a single measurement, and the differential air mass factor, dAMF, is the

ratio between the dSCD and VCD retrieved by a single measurement:

A(λ, υ, α, φ) =
S(λ, υ, α, φ)

V
=

a

sin(φ)
+

(1− a)

cos(υ)
(2.10)

∆A =
dSCD

V
(2.11)

where λ is the wavelength of light, υ is the solar zenith angle, a is the fraction of the vertical

trace gas column below the scattering altitude, and α and φ are the measurement azimuth

and zenith angles, respectively. This means that the AMF is sensitive mainly to these four
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quantities. Firstly, AMF is sensitive to the wavelength of light collected. This sensitivity

comes from scattering effects; larger wavelength sensitivity comes from Mie scattering while

smaller wavelength sensitivity is due to Rayleigh scattering . AMF is also sensitive to the

measurement zenith angle. As the instrument observes scattered light at higher angles,

the concentrations observed will change as well. For instance, at low elevation angles, the

observations will be predominantly of tropospheric trace gases, below the boundary layer.

By contrast, higher elevation angles will observe trace gases at higher elevations in the

atmosphere; this is most evident in zenith-sky DOAS, which is most sensitive when measuring

stratospheric trace gases [47]. The AMF sensitivity to SZA can largely be summarized by

its effect on the first and last scattering altitudes. The FSA is strongly dependent on the

SZA, exhibiting an exponential growth as the SZA approaches 90◦. In contrast, the LSA

is not dependent on the SZA. This means that as long as the FSA is above the absorbing

layer, the AMF becomes largely independent of the SZA, as is the case for tropospheric

absorbers. Finally, for horizontally inhomomogenous trace gas distributions, the azimuth

viewing angle of the AMF becomes important. In urban areas, this inhomogenity arises due

to an unequal distribution of trace gas emissions below the boundary layer. This is not the

case for rural areas, where most trace gases are transported from more urban areas, however

inhomogenities can still arise due to the distribution and effectiveness of chemical transport

mechanisms.

In addition, the shape and altitude of the trace gas profile can affect sensitivity. For instance,

Wang et al. [49] and Li et al. [23] demonstrated that measurements made in a single azimuth

direction over a zenith scan with at least seven zenith angles can be used to determine the

vertical profile of trace gas above the measuring site. For trace gases that reside close to the

surface of the Earth, all but the smallest measuring zenith angles will have the profile below

their scattering altitude, which are the profiles of interest for MAX-DOAS. This causes the
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AMF approximation to only be a function of the measuring zenith angles, and is considered

the tropospheric component of a trace gas column. Conversely, the stratospheric component

of the trace gas column, which resides above the scattering altitude, is sensitive to the solar

zenith angle only. In practice, trace gas vertical columns will have relevant components both

above the scattering altitude and below it, however using the AMF approximation above is

a good way to separate the two components so that they may be analyzed separately.

In the context of satellite validation, MAX-DOAS retrievals can be useful for quantifying

the errors in measurements made by satellite-based instruments. However, rather than

relying on a single instrument at a single location taking measurements, it is more effective

to validate satellites using a ground based network of instruments. These networks have

the advantage of providing time coincident measurements using identical instrumentation at

multiple locations, so that the only variable present in measurements is the trace gas profile

of interest. These networks allow for improved satellite validation in a timely process for a

wide range of atmospheric conditions.

2.1.5 Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change

Beginning with the ERS-2 GOME satellite launched in the mid 1990s, there has been a con-

certed effort to develop ground based remote sensing validation techniques. At measuring

sites with sufficiently low tropospheric NO2 concentrations the UV-VIS Zenith Scattered

Light Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (ZSL-DOAS) technique at twilight has

been useful for validation of stratospheric NO2 from Lambert et al., 1997 to present [47].

ZSL-DOAS offers increased sensitivity toNO2 and lower sensitivity to clouds over the portion

of the light path that passes through the stratosphere, while having less sensitivity to tro-

pospheric concentrations; this allows for improved stratospheric validation over other DOAS
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techniques. Multi Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy, or MAX-DOAS [18] on

the other hand is more sensitive to trace gas concentrations that lie below the last scattering

altitude, which for most zenith viewing angles will be almost entirely in the troposphere.

The Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) is a network

of over 70 ground based research stations and over 160 active instruments [8] established in

1991 with the express purpose to:

• establish long-term databases for detecting changes and trends in atmospheric composi-

tion and to understand their impacts on the mesosphere, stratosphere, and troposphere

• establish scientific links and feedbacks between changes in atmospheric composition,

climate, and air quality

• to validate atmospheric measurements from other platforms (i.e. satellites, aircraft,

and ground-based platforms)

• provide critical data sets to help fill gaps in satellite observations

• provide collaborative support to scientific field campaigns and to other chemistry and

climate-observing networks

• and provide validation and development support for atmospheric models

The NDACC utilizes UV/Vis spectrometers that retrieve trace gas concentration using the

direct sun, zenith scattered light, and MAX-DOAS measurements, however these are not the

only type of instruments in the network. The Brewer-Dobson spectrometer is a UV sensing

instrument, that is able to retrieve total ozone columns above each station, and has been

used for validation of satellite-based Ozone retrievals [24]. They are one of the first ground

based remote sensing techniques, being developed in 1957 as stratospheric ozone became a
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topic of interest for atmospheric chemists. The network also uses Fourier Transform Infrared

(FTIR) spectrometers that record high resolution, mid infrared solar spectra. These spectra

are then analyzed using the method of optimal estimation to measure the concentration

of various trace gases with vibrational-rotational modes in the mid infrared band, such as

O3, HCl,HF,ClONO2, HNO3, N2O,CH4, CO,C2H6, and HCN .

Figure 2.3: . NDACC measurement capabilities, including species and parameters mea-
sured, instrumental measurement techniques, and each measurement’s approximate vertical
resolution (indicated by the ripple) effect on each bar [8]

Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) is a laser based active remote sensing technique

also used by the NDACC. LIDAR uses laser light in very discrete bands from UV to IR

wavelengths, and is able to measure ozone, temperature, aerosols, water vapor, and polar

stratospheric clouds at ranges from 0-10km to 30-80km, depending on the wavelengths used.

Microwave spectrometers provide vertical profiles of ozone, water vapor, and ClO from the

upper stratosphere and mesosphere. Retrieval is derived from the change in pressure broad-

ening of the rotational absorption lines as a function of altitude, and can provide data on
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timescales ranging from diurnal to multi-decadal.

2.1.6 Pandonia Global Network

Figure 2.4: Pandora 168 installed on the roof of Whittemore Hall, Blacksburg, Va

The Pandonia Global Network is a NASA and ESA funded network of quasi-autonomous

ground stations that provide real time, standardized, calibrated, and verified air quality data

to be used to verify satellite measurements [47]. This is achieved trough analyzing data from

portions of the network over long time series, which overcomes issues due the the difference

in field of view between satellite platforms and ground stations.
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The Pandora instrument is a Passive DOAS system, which uses the sun as a light source. As

sen in Figure 2.4 the head sensor collects the sunlight to be measured, with a field of view of

1.6◦. The head sensor has two sets of filter wheels that can cycle between different Neutral

Density filters, cutoff and cuton filters, a diffuser which is able to increase the field of view

to 2.1◦, and opaque and open filters. The pointing direction of the head sensor is controlled

by a tracker, which the head sensor is attached to. The tracker is a set of two actuators

that allows pointing in a 360◦ azimuth viewing range and a ±90◦ zenith viewing range with

a pointing accuracy of 0.2◦. The head sensor is connected to the spectrometer by way of

a 400µm optical fiber cable; the spectrometer itself is a temperature controlled Avantes

spectrometer with a dynamic range between 280 and 525nm and a spectral resolution of

0.6nm full width at half maximum. The spectrometer and the computer which records data

are both inside a secure, weatherprooof case. While the instrument is quasi-autonomous,

the computer is connected to the internet, allowing for remote access for monitoring, data

collection, and diagnostics. Pandora instruments measure in both direct sun and scattered

light multi-axis DOAS viewing geometries. A single measurement cycle is taken with an

integration time between 2.4ms and 4 seconds, with repetitions made in order to improve

the signal to noise ratio such that the total measurement takes approximately 40 seconds for

both direct sun and MAX-DOAS measurements.

2.2 Satellite observations of NO2

Satellite retrieval of NO2 relies heavily on the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

(DOAS) principle [26]. The individual instruments will collect spectra backscattered from

the surface of the Earth. DOAS fitting of this data can then be performed for NO2 with a

fitting window between 405 and 465nm to retrieve total slant column densities within each
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instrument pixel’s Field of View (FOV). Next, the portion of the slant column density that

lies in the stratosphere is separated from its tropospheric counterpart. The two compo-

nents are very different in terms of atmospheric chemistry and therefore it is convenient to

have the two separated so that both data sets can be analyzed individually. Stratospheric

NO2 can be estimated by retrieving NO2 in remote locations, such as the Pacific Ocean

where there should be almost no sources of tropospheric NO2, over long timescales, about a

month, to develop a latitudinal model of stratospheric NO2. For tropospheric analysis, the

tropospheric portion of the slant column densities (SCD) are converted to vertical column

densities (VCD’s). The VCD is a more quantitatively desirable value, which represents the

total amount of tropospheric NO2 above a particular location as opposed to the total column

of NO2 measured along an arbitrary path length from the satellite to the ground. This is

done by dividing the tropospheric SCD by the air mass factor (AMF). The air mass factor is

the ratio between the slant column density already measured and the vertical column den-

sity that is desired, and can be derived analytically. The tropospheric VCD’s can then be

compared to ground retrieved VCD’s for validation, as well as for further air quality analysis.

2.2.1 GOME

The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) is a series of satellite based instruments

first launched on the European Space Agency’s ERS-2 satellite on 20 April 1995 (GOME-1)

[16]. GOME-1 scanned a 960km swath divided over three scans, allowing for global coverage

every three days; the GOME-1 pixel resolution was 320km across track and 40km along

track. The GOME-1 instrument was a four channel double monochromator with a spectral

range of 280-790nm and a spectral resolution of 0.2-0.4nm. While Ozone was the main target

of GOME-1, retrieval of other trace gases such as NO2, BrO,OClO, SO2, HCHO, and water

vapor using the DOAS technique; more specifically, NO2 retrievals were performed with a
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fitting window of 405-465nm

GOME-2 is an optical spectrometer with a dynamic range of 240–790nm and 0.26–0.51nm full

width at half maximum resolution [28]. The GOME-2 swath covers a width of 1920km with

a pixel resolution of 80x20km. NO2 retrieval is performed in the same manner as GOME-1,

with a fitting window of 405-465nm. GOME-2 instrument is onboard two separate satellites,

Metop-A (GOME-2A) which launced on October 19, 2006, and Metop-B (GOME-2B) which

launched on on April 24, 2013; both satellites continue to be operated in tandem.

It has been shown that taking Zenith Scattered Light DOAS retrievals at morning twilight in

remote, low pollution locales is an effective method for GOME-1 Validation [20]. Drosoglou

et al. [10] validated both GOME-2A and OMI NO2 columns in the Thessaloniki Area,

Greece, with a fitting window of 400-450nm used for ground based Validation using the

DOAS technique. Pinardi et al. [29] used a similar approach, with a matching NO2 fitting

window of 405-465nm, to validate GOME-2A tropospheric columns on a global scale using

instruments from the Pandonia Global Network to incorporate data from ground stations

across the world. In addition,

2.2.2 SCIAMACHY

The SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CartograpHY (SCIA-

MACHY) is a satellite borne spectrometer launched onboard the ENVISAT satellite on

March 1, 2002. SCIAMACHY has a wide spectral band, 240–2380nm with 0.2–1.5nm reso-

lution, with DOAS retrievals able to be performed in the UV/VIS portions of SCIAMACHY’s

measurable wavelengths [30]. SCIAMACY is able to perform observations at three different

viewing geometries: nadir, limb, and solar/lunar occultation [2]. At nadir, measurments

cover a swath of 30x960(across track)km with a resolution of 30x15km. Limb scans are
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able to cover 960km azimuthally, and up to 150km vertically with 30x3km resolution. So-

lar occultation measurements have an elevation coverage of up to 150km at 2.5km resolu-

tion, at 30km along track. Retrievals of trace gasses in the UV/VIS spectral band include:

O3, NO2, OClO,BrO,OClO, SO2, H2CO.

2.2.3 OMI

The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is a satellite borne instrument launched by the

European Space Agency in July, 2004. OMI is a nadir viewing UV/VIS ( 270 to 500nm)

spectrometer with a spectral resolution of 0.5nm measuring backscatter radiance from the

Earth’s surface [22]. Its angular viewing angle is 114◦ which corresponds to a 2600km swath

on the surface of the Earth, and has a pixel size of 13× 24km2 at nadir, where the 13km is

across track. Backscattered light entering the instrument is first depolarized then split into

two different detectors, a UV detector which collects light in the 270-380nm range, and a

VIS detector which collects light in the 350-500nm range. OMI utilizes 2D detectors, with

one dimension of the spectrometers collecting spectral information, and the other dimension

collecting horizontal data. Vertical data is collected as the instrument orbited Earth, in a

push broom format.

Despite the molecule ozone in the name, OMI also retrieves other trace gas column densities,

such as NO2. Retrieval of NO2 involves using the DOAS principle, with a fitting window

between 400-450nm [10] [45]. Ground validation of OMI products are heavily dependent

on well established ground remote sesning networks, such as the AERONET for retrieval of

aerosol optical depths, the Brewer–Dobson network for retrieval of ozone total columns, and

the Pandonia Global Network for retrieval of trace gas columns. For instance, Pinardi et al.

[29] validated OMI NO2 columns, in addition to GOME-2A columns, with a 405-465nm
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fitting window, with instruments from the Pandonia Global Network.

2.2.4 TROPOMI

The Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) was launched onboard the European

Space Agency’s Copernicus Sentinel 5 Precursor (S5P) satellite on October 13, 2017 [14]. The

S5P follows a sun-synchronous low Earth orbit at an altitude of 825km with an equatorial

overpass time of 13:30 local time and period of 100 minutes which allows for daily global

coverage. The TROPOMI sensor itself is a passive optical satellite sensor able to measure

total column amounts of various trace gases, NO2 included, with absorption cross sections

that lie between the Ultraviolet and shortwave infrared spectral regions. Each instrument

pixel has a resolution of 3.5 × 7km2 (reduced to 3.5 × 5.6km2 on 6 August 2019 [14]) at

nadir, and has little resolution variation at any point on its 2600km swath.

In order to retrieve NO2 total column amounts, a fitting window of 405-465nm can be used

to convert the spectral radiance measured at the top of the atmosphere into slant column

density’s for each individual pixel. In order to convert this SCD into a tropospheric VCD,

first the stratospheric portion of NO2 is subtracted from the SCD by using global model

estimates [1] that are refined using data assimilation. Next, the calculated Air mass Factor

(AMF) is used to convert the tropospheric SCD’s into VCD’s.

Chan et al. [7] validated TROPOMI’s NO2 total columns using a fitting window of 338-

370nm. Dimitropoulou et al. [9] used two separate bands to retrieve NO2 profiles: 425-490nm

and 338-370nm which cover NO2 absorptin of visible and ultraviolet light, respectively.

Ialongo et al. [19] and Zhao et al. [51] used a fitting window to validate tropospheric NO2

columns using a fitting window of 400-440nm.
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2.2.5 TEMPO

The Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of Pollution (TEMPO) is a satellite borne in-

strument that will take hourly averaged measurements over the continental United States,

including Southern portions of Canada, and extending as far South as Mexico City, and as

far East as the Bahamas. The onboard spectrometer has spectral ranges of 290–490nm at

a resolution of 0.57nm and 540–740nm at 0.2nm resolution [13]. Each pixel has a ground

swath of 2.1km north–south and 4.4km east–west resolution, with simultaneous latitudinal

coverage. Every hour, TEMPO will scan east to west along its entire field of view. One of

the air quality products from TEMPO will be hourly NO2 column densities with a resolution

of 4x8km with an error budget of (0.36 ± 0.2) ∗ 1015molecule
cm2 [52]. This error is the result of

a sensitivity study where simulated TEMPO radiance spectra and weighting function, us-

ing the VLIDORT radiative transfer model, retrieval errors were then calculated using the

optimal estimation approach. In order to maintain its FOV, TEMPO will be launched on a

geostationary communications satellite, the first instrument of its kind.

Since TEMPO will be the first geostationary instrument to measure NO2, there is a need to

reevaluate analysis methods that were developed for sun synchronous satellites. For instance,

Geddes et al. [13] evaluates a new method to separate stratospheric and tropospheric NO2

column densities. For sun synchronous instruments, separation is rather straight forward.

Since the instrument measures the entirety of the Earth, an entire day’s measurements could

be masked using results from a chemical transport model, which after smoothing would

yield an accurate model of stratospheric NO2, which could be subtracted from the data to

retrieve tropospheric column densities. A Geosynchronous satellite, on the other hand, is

only limited to its field of view, and using this method alone would leave it vulnerable to

transport into and out of its field of view. To overcome this issue, data from outside the

TEMPO FOV was also used to provide more context; OMI stratospheric products are used
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[5], which have already been modelled according to the previously mentioned method. This

new method performs as well as the sun synchronous model, with small biases in the farthest

North and South edges of the TEMPO FOV being the only major deviations.

Table 2.1: Summary of DOAS Satellites

Satellite Launch Date Pixel Resolution Orbit Type Trace Gases NO2 Fitting Window

GOME April 1995 320×40km Sun-Synchronous NO2, BrO,O3 405-465nm
OClO, SO2,
HCHO,H2O

GOME-2 METOP-A: October 2006 80×40km Sun-Synchronous NO2, BrO,O3 405-465nm
METOP-B: April 2013 OClO, SO2,

HCHO,H2O
SCIAMACHY March 2002 30×15km Sun-Synchronous NO2, BrO,O3

OClO, SO2,
HCHO,H2O

OMI July 2004 13×24km Sun-Synchronous NO2, BrO,O3 400-450nm
OClO, SO2,
HCHO

TROPOMI October 2017 3.5×5.6km Sun-Synchronous NO2, CO,O3 405-465nm
CH4, SO2, HCHO

TEMPO Fall 2022 2.1×4.4km Geostationary NO2, O3 400-465nm
C2H2O2, SO2,

2.3 Satellite vs ground-based spatial sampling

Differences between ground-based and satellite-based instrumental fields of view can result

in the sampling of different air masses. It is expected that spatial and temporal heterogeneity

in the distribution of air pollution is present in urban areas and near emission sources, while

more rural areas far away from major sources exhibit a more homogeneous distribution of

pollution. In order to account for this difference in measured air masses, spatial sampling

strategies can be employed to measure an aggregate air volume that is similar to the air

volume measured by satellites.

Chan et al. [7] employed a fixed sampling strategy that measured in Munich, Germany

between 2016 and 2019. Measurements were performed at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 30, and

90◦ zenith angles at 0, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315◦ azimuth angles, relative to true
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North; 45◦ was excluded because the direction was blocked by a nearby building. A single

set of measurements took approximately one hour. To retrieve the NO2 profile, a near UV

fitting window and the program QDOAS was used. Monthly averages were then compared to

monthly averages retrieved from the OMI and TROPOMI satellite sensors, with pixels within

10km of the measuring site being averaged together. On average, satellite measurements

underestimated NO2 concentrations by about 30%. When the ground data was used as a

priori profiles for satellite retrieval, the NO2 VCD’s for OMI and TROPOMI increased by

45% and 17%, respectively. This demonstrated that one of the major sources of error in

satellite retrieval stems from the coarse spatial resolution of a priori profiles used.

Similarly, Dimitropoulou et al. [9] used a dual scan measuring strategy in Uccle, Brussels.

This involved first a vertical scan of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 30, and 90◦ zenith angles at

35.5◦ azimuth angle relative to due north. This was followed by a horizontal scan with a

fixed zenith angle of 2◦ and at various azimuth angles that were adjusted to improve results,

the latest set of directions were 11, 25, 32, 62.5, 105, 262.5, 305, 353, and 344◦ relative

to due north and takes approximately 20 minutes to complete one measuring cycle. Two

fitting windows were used for profile retrieval, one in the visible spectrum, and and one

in the ultraviolet spectrum. The volume mixing ratios (VMR) of both the UV and VIS

spectrum can be used to estimate the distance of the NO2 peak concentrations, where dL is

the differential effective path length:

1. VMRV IS
NO2

> VMRUV
NO2

-The peak concentration is located far away from the measuring

site, approximately dLNO2UV
eff < dL < dLNO2V IS

eff .

2. VMRV IS
NO2

> VMRUV
NO2

-The peak concentration is located close to the measuring site

and is approximately dLNO2UV
eff .

3. VMRV IS
NO2

= VMRUV
NO2

The NO2 concentration is homogenously distributed along the
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line of sight.

This dataset was used to validate TROPOMI columns averaging all satellite pixels that

lied within the retrieved effective path lengths and between one hour before and after the

TROPOMI overpass time. Comparisons were made between using a set of measurements

with a single azimuth direction and the full dual scan measuring strategy and showed an

increase in correlation between satellite and ground measurements with an estimated correla-

tion coefficient rising from the 0.25–0.72 range for all seasons to 0.60–0.85; this demonstrates

that averaging more azimuth directions result in more accurate validation of satellite profiles.

Ground measurements can also be used to resolve inhomogenities in satellite data. Pinardi

et al. [29] used 23 stations that performed MAX-DOAS retrieval at various locations world-

wide, as well as 16 Pandora instruments that were performing direct sun retrieval as part of

the Pandonia Global Network over differing time periods between 2004 and 2018; retrievals

were made within the fitting window of 405–465nm to match satellite windows. Comparisons

were made to OMI and GOME-2A satellite data on days with a cloud fraction below 0.5

with satellite data within a 50km radius of each measuring site. To resolve inhomogenities

within each satellite’s pixels, a dilution correction function was applied to the satellite data

set. This radially dependent function was based on ground measurements and described the

radial dependence of normalized ground VCD’s by dividing the retrieved VCD as a function

of radius from the measuring site by c the VCD at the measuring site.

Fdil(R) = V CDNO2(R)/V CDNO2(0) (2.12)

The satellite VCD was then divided by the dilution correction function. This function how-

ever relies on the assumption that the inhomogenities of tropospheric NO2 distribution are

radial in nature relative to the ground station, which is almost never actually the case. There
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is however improved agreement in locations where NO2 emission is more homogeneously dis-

tributed, such as in suburban areas. Regardless, the application of the dilution correction

function was able to significantly improve validation results.

Comparisons between ground measurements and chemical transport models can also be used

to resolve inhomogenities that satellite data will miss. Ialongo et al. [19] used a compari-

son between ground based Pandora direct sun measurements and VCD’s derived from the

CAMS chemical transport model in Helsinki, Finland, 2018. TROPOMI data was averaged

within 5km and one hour of the TROPOMI overpass time and a Visible light fitting win-

dow was used for ground retrievals, and 405–465 nm for TROPOMI retrievals. In order to

resolve tropospheric inhomogenities, the the ratio between the tropospheric VCD retrieved

from TROPOMI and the tropospheric VCD retrieved from CAMS was multiplied with the

TROPOMI tropospheric VCD as a correction factor; this corrected tropospheric VCD could

then be added with the stratospheric VCD retrieved with TROPOMI data to make a cor-

rected TROPOMI total VCD. WHile the total VCD was overestimated at low concentrations

of NO2, the total VCD was underestimated at higher concentrations, which suggests that

the stratospheric VCD’s retrieved are being overestimated, while tropospheric VCD’s are in

agreement.

Similarly, Drosoglou et al. [10] also used a chemical transport model to resolve inhomogenities

in the Thessaloniki area, Greece between 2014 and 2015. Ground measurements consisted of

direct sun measurements and off axis MAX-DOAS offset 80◦ from the solar azimuth angle,

and at 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 30 and 45◦ zenith angles; ground measurements were made at

three different locations, one rural, one suburban and one urban. To simulate NO2 VCD’s,

the CAMx photochemical dispersion model was used, the OMI and GOME VCD’s were

divided by the simulated VCD’s to formulate an adjustment factor, which was multiplied

with the satellite VCD’s to resolve inhomogenities. For ground measurements, a fitting
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window of 400-440nm was used, and satellite pixels within a radius of 25km for OMI pixels

and 50km for GOME pixels were averaged together for comparisons. The adjustment factor

was shown to improve agreement between ground and satellate data best at the rural site,

which suggests it is a good method of resolving inhomogenities that a satellite will miss.

Zhao et al. [51] employed a similar method, however wind data was used to resolve inho-

mogenities in Toronto, Canada in 2019. Four Pandora ground stations were used, two at an

urban site, one at a suburban site and one at a rural site; all took direct sun measurements

with a visible spectrum fitting window used for retrieval. Data from the TROPOMI and OMI

spacebourne sensors were used, with data between 10 minutes of each satellite’s respective

overpass time and within 10km of each measuring site was used for validation. The wind data

was first used to resample tropomi data by employing a pixel rotation method that aligned

each pixel so that the wind direction and two of the ground stations were aligned vertically.

Then, the data was resampled along the entire vertical length and 5km horizontally on either

side of the vertical. In addition to resolving inhomogenities, this method can analyze NO2

concentrations that are upwind and will either arrive into the measuring area after satellite

overpass, as well as downwind concentrations that have just left the measured region before

the overpass. This analysis offsets the need for a sufficiently large sample time, since the

data can analyze where concentrations have come and gone, which is convenient since this

method requires a sufficiently small sample time to properly resolve changes in wind speed

and direction. While this method offered no specific improvement to satellite validation, it

was able to resolve local pollution sources as well as regional pollution transport patterns

that satellite data would most likely miss.

These previous works suggest that satellite validation improves when ground based instru-

ments measure in more azimuthal directions. The reason for this is quite apparent: let’s

say that an instrument is performing direct sun measurements next to a busy highway, and
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Table 2.2: Summary of DOAS Satellite Validation

Satellites Validated Location Measuring Strategy Azimuth Angles Zenith Angles NO2 Fitting Window

Chan et al. [7] TROPOMI, OMI Munich, Germany Fixed Azimuth 0, 90, 135, 2, 3, 4, 5, 405-465nm
MAX-DOAS 180, 225, 270, 6, 8, 15,

315 30, 90
Dimitropoulou et al. [9] TROPOMI Uccle, Brusels Dual Scan 11, 25, 32, 0, 1, 2, 3, 425-490nm

MAX-DOAS 62.5, 105, 262.5, 4, 5, 6, 8,
305, 353, 344 12, 30, 90

Pinardi et al. [29] GOME-2A, OMI Global PGN Composite and Various Various 405-465nm
Dilution Correction

Drosoglou et al. [10] OMI, GOME-2 Thessoloniki, Off-Axis 80◦ offset 2, 3, 4, 5, 400-440nm
Greece (Rural, MAX-DOAS from SAA 8, 10, 12,

Suburban, Urban) 15, 30 45
Zhao et al. [51] OMI, TROPOMI Toronto, Canada Direct sun and Direct Sun Direct Sun 400-4405nm

(Rural, Urban, Wind Correction
Suburban)

the SZA throughout the day has the station pointing over the road. The ground station

will be measuring emissions from the road exclusively, and with its limited field of view, the

ground based instrument will only measure a small portion of the highway at any point in

time. However the satellite pixel that measures the road as well will also measure the area

surrounding it that is not emitting NO2. Since the satellite is limited by its field of view in

this regard, it is unable to resolve pollution sources within each pixel, instead it sees a com-

posite measurement of all NO2 that is contained within the square pyramid of atmosphere

that lies within the pixel’s field of view. It is evident that satellite measurements will appear

to be vastly different from ground measurements; the sun only moves 15◦ every hour which

is not enough to cover the highway, let alone the same area as the satellite pixel. Therefore,

in order to improve ground-based validation of satellite measurements, a sampling strategy

must be developed that can approximately measure a similar air volume as the satellite

measurements to be validated.
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Methodology

Passive satellite air quality instruments measure backscattered solar radiation where the

retrieval has to account for the photon path down and up through potentially different air

masses and over a relatively large area (e.g. for TROPOMI 3.5 x 5.6 km2 at nadir). Ground-

based instruments typically detect photons within a narrow solid angle either by pointing

towards the sun or at a limited number of stationary azimuth angles (multi-axis sky scans).

The average photon path length in either case depends on the photon wavelength due to

molecular Rayleigh scattering and due to Mie scattering by aerosols and clouds. As a result

a careful consideration of the sampling differences should be taken into account when using

ground based measurements for satellite product validation.

This thesis examines the advantages of a fast multi-azimuthal sky scan approach to satellite

product validation with an emphasis on tropospheric column measurements only using the

MAX-DOAS technique in 1) rural area (Blacksburg, VA, USA) and 2) heavily polluted

metropolitan area (Rotterdam, the Netherlands).

The main instrumentation used in this study to measure NO2 spatial and temporal distri-

30
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bution is the Pandora spectroscopic system described in Sec (2.1.6). The main approach

consists of fast measurements at 3 elevation angles (15o, 30o and 90o) and at multiple fixed

azimuth angles relative to the Sun (on both ”sides” of the Sun). The main motivation for

the offset from the Sun (> 60o) is to reduce retrieval dependency on the knowledge about

the aerosols at small relative azimuth angles.

The following sections will describe in detail the methodology to evaluate the effect of spatial

sampling on satellite validation:

Rural Blacksburg, VA, USA:

• Location and instrumentation

• Measurement schedule

• Data analysis: 1) DOAS fitting; 2) Direct sun total column analysis; 3) MAX-DOAS

tropospheric column analysis (including VCD calculation, estimation of horizontal path

and cloud screening); 4) comparison between tropospheric columns from 2 observation

geometries; 5) temporal and spatial variability; 6) comparison between observation

variability and satellite NO2 measurement precision.

Urban polluted Rotterdam, the Netherlands:

• Location and description of TROLIX-19 campaign

• Measurement schedule

• Data analysis: 1) DOAS fitting; 2) MAX-DOAS tropospheric column analysis (includ-

ing VCD calculation, estimation of horizontal path and cloud screening); 3) temporal

and spatial variability simulated by a chemical transport model (including description

of the model); 4) effect of volume sampling on MAX-DOAS and satellite measurements
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using chemical transport model simulations 5) comparison between MAX-DOAS ob-

servation variability and satellite NO2 measurement precision.

3.1 Measurements at rural Blacksburg, VA, USA

3.1.1 Location

Blacksburg, VA is a rural location, home to the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University (Virginia Tech). The main sources of pollution are local traffic, highway traffic

(interstate-81 and state-460) university power generation, regional transport and Radford

Army Ammunition Plant (located about 15 km South-West from Blacksburg).

Figure 3.1: Regional and local maps depicting the area around the measuring site

The instrumentation was installed on the roof of Whittemore Hall (37.230774◦, −80.42468◦,

690 m above see level) on the Virginia Tech campus, Blacksburg, VA, USA. The building is

6 stories tall and a 7th story penthouse that blocks sky views between 350o − 60o azimuth
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angles (from North).

Figure 3.2: Panoramic view of the sky line from the measurement location on the Whittemore
Hall roof (Virginia Tech) in Blacksburg, VA, USA.

3.1.2 Instrumentation

To evaluate spatial and temporal heterogeneity of NO2 distribution and satellite valida-

tion sampling strategy three Pandora spectroscopic instruments (Pandoras 148, 168, 188,

SciGlob) were simultaneously deployed from the same location.

A full sky camera (Schreder-CMS, ASI-16) was recording sky conditions every 2 min to

ensure cloudy conditions are excluded from the dataset. Images are taken every 2 minutes

from two hours before sunrise to two hours after sunset at two different exposure times:

one normal and one underexposed, and are automatically uploaded to an ftp server to be

downloaded and processed later. Before processing, the images are all mirrored, in order to

change the image from an upward looking image to a ground based image [37]. In addition,

the images are offset by 25◦ in order to properly align them due East, and the vertical FOV

is limited to nadir to 20◦ above the horizon.

Meteorological fields (temperature, pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direc-

tion) were monitored by the Vaisala weather transmitter (WXT 520).
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3.1.3 Measurement Strategy

The measurement strategy was to capture spatial heterogeneity at high temporal resolution.

Considering that to achieve an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio solar spectra need to be

averaged over 20-30 sec three instruments were used in unison to sample various directions

and air masses. Pandora 168 took direct sun measurements (total column) to provide total

column high temporal resolution measurements (every 1 min)

Figure 3.3: Example of measurement strategy taken by Pandora 148 and 188 during 14:30 -
15:30 UTC on 11/11/2021. The red bars correspond to Pandora 148, the green are measure-
ments taken by Pandora 188. The three blue bars represent the solar azimuth angle at the
start of each measurement cycle and measured by both instruments and P168 in continuous
mode

Pandoras 148 and 188, on the other hand, were set to take sky measurements inter dispersed
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with direct sun measurements. Scattered sky hyperspectral visible measurements were taken

at 2◦, 60◦, 75◦, 60◦, and 2◦ zenith angles in a V-time sequence at 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦ and 180◦

offset from either side of the sun. This approach allows for the two measurements on ei-

ther side of the highest zenith angle measurement (where most of information is coming

from) be used to evaluate atmospheric scattering conditions changes and averaged to im-

prove measurement precision. One vertical scan takes place about 3 min. One cycle takes

approximately 20 minutes to complete, and was repeated 3 times in an hour from sunrise to

sunset

Figure 3.3 shows the azimuth distribution of this sampling schedule over 1 hr. This allows for

an even azimuthally distributed set of measurements to be taken every hour, and is dynamic

enough to avoid losing samples due to the proximity to the sun position. It also samples

the entire 360o over the duration of a day allowing for full spatial coverage for validation of

Geo-stationary satellite products.

3.2 Data Analysis

3.2.1 DOAS Fitting

Differential slant column densities, total and tropospheric columns of NO2 (and O2O2) were

calculated using the BlickP (Version 1.8.16) software ( [6]).

Direct sun total columns were determined from visible spectra using the nvs3 r-code that

corresponds to the following fitting settings: (f-codes: nvs4, nvs5), Vandaele et al. [46]

220k NO2 for the nvs4 r-code, and the same cross section at 230K for the nvs5 r-code,

Serdyuchenko et al. [38] 293K O3, Thalman and Volkamer [42] 295K O4, and Rothman

et al. [35] H2O absorption cross sections at a fitting wavelength window of 400-470nm,
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broad band absorption was fitted using a 4th order polynomial, and a 1st order wavelength

shift polynomial, 0th order offset correction polynomial, and oth order resulution change

correction polynomial were used as well. The reference spectrum was taken on 3-May-2022.

MAX-DOAS tropospheric columns were calculated from spectra collected without filters

using the nuh1 r-code that corresponds to the following fitting settings: (f-code: nuh1)

Vandaele et al. [46] 294k NO2, Serdyuchenko et al. [38] 293K O3, Meller and Moortgat [27]

298K HCHO, and Thalman and Volkamer [42] 295K O4 at a fitting wavelength window of

336-370nm, broad band absorption was fitted using a 5th order polynomial, and a 1st order

wavelength shift polynomial, and 1st order offset correction polynomial were used as well for

MAX-DOAS analysis.

3.2.2 Direct Sun NO2 Total Column Analysis

Estimation of the amount in the reference spectrum: In order to convert ∆SCD

retrieved during DOAS to vertical column densities, the NO2 SCD in the reference spectrum

(SCDref ) first must be estimated (Eq. 3.1).

V CDtotal = V CDtrop + V CDstrat =
∆SCD + SCDref

AMFDS
(3.1)

SCDref was determined using Modified Langley Extrapolation method for Pandora 148 by

Dr. Elena Lind. The rest of the Pandoras (188 and 168) were intercalibrated to Pandora 148

total columns. Figure 3.4 shows agreement between NO2 total columns on 19-Nov-2021.

Air Mass Factors were calculated by BlickP based on solar zenith angle and troposphere-

stratosphere profile distribution according to Eq. (2.5)
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Figure 3.4: Retrieved calibrated Slant Column Densities and uncertainties for the three
instruments on 19-Dec-2021

Estimation of stratospheric column: This data product represents the total vertical

column density through the atmosphere, since direct sun measurements are sensitive to both

tropospheric and stratospheric trace gas profiles, however, the tropospheric vertical column

density is a more applicable data product in the context of air quality measurements, since

stratospheric air does not affect the quality of air breathed by people. While not directly

measured, the stratospheric component of the total vertical column density can be estimated

through three approaches. 1) Derive stratospheric NO2 during morning and evening twilight

hours from zenith sky measurements and use chemical box model to estimate date time NO2

column ( [32]); 2) use temperature dependence of NO2 molecular absorption cross section

[40]; 3) estimate NO2 from climatology, where satellite measurements of NO2 are used to

model the effects of meteorological conditions such as air pressure and temperature as well

as aerosol properties on stratospheric NO2 profiles. This model can then be used to estimate
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the stratospheric profile of NO2 knowing only climatological properties. In this work the

3rd approach was used. BlickP estimates climatological NO2 profiles based on the work

Brohede et al. [4], where DOAS retrievals from the Osiris satellite-based instrument are used

to determine stratospheric NO2 profiles using the LIMBTRAN chemical transport model.

This model can be used to estimate the stratospheric vertical column density of NO2 based

on latitude, time of day, and season of the year.

Data filtering and averaging: In order to ensure only high quality direct sun retrievals

are used only measurements with a DOAS fitting residual optical depth root mean squared

below the median for the entire dataset are used. This will discount measurements where

the sun is obscured by clouds and when spatial stray light is impacting the photon path

(e.g. at high solar zenith angles). Next, temporally coincident measurements (< 10 minute)

from the three instruments are averaged together, these measurements are of the exact

same air volumes, and any difference in retrievals comes from error. Next, measuring cycles

with more than 10 valid measurements, which corresponds to an average maximum time

between measurements of 6 minutes, are interpolated, in order to determine the minute by

minute vertical column density. This interpolation will give a more complete picture of the

atmosphere that is measured each cycle, and therefore will improve comparisons between

the two measuring strategies. Since the data are analysed for the purpose of Geostationary

satellite products measurements are averaged over 1 hr.

3.2.3 MAX-DOAS Tropospheric Column Analysis

The MAX-DOAS tropospheric vertical column densities were calculated using BlickP from

the retrieved differential slant column densities using the following equation [6]:
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V CDtrop =
∆SCD75◦ · V CDO2O2

dSCD75◦,O2O2 −∆SCD60◦,O2O2 + 2 · V CDO2O2

(3.2)

Where dSCD75◦,O2O2 and dSCD60◦,O2O2 are the differential slant column densities of O2O2 for

75◦ and 60◦, respectively, and V CDO2O2 is the climatological estimation of the total vertical

column density of O2O2, which can be determined through meteorological measurements of

air pressure and temperature. After calculation of the tropospheric vertical column density,

quality is assured through the analysis of measurement uncertainty, which has been identified

as a more accurate representation of measurement quality [21] than the rms of the DOAS

fit, as was applied for Direct Sun measurements. Measurements with an uncertainty greater

than 30% of the measurement are discarded. Finally, these measurements can be averaged

together to provide a spatial and temporally averaged tropospheric vertical column density

for the measuring cycle.

Estimation of photon path length: To better characterize the sampled air volume an

estimation of the photon path has to be made. Horizontal and vertical components of the

average light path of the sky scattered photons can be estimated using a single scattering

approximation and O2O2 absorption. This approach will provide a maximum length since

the true nature of radiative transfer processes in the atmosphere is multi-scattering.

LO2O2(λ, V ZA,RAA) =
∆SCDO2O2(λ, V ZA,RAA)

csurfaceO2O2

(3.3)

Equation 3.2.3 estimates the path length for a specific observation geometry and wavelength

(LO2O2(λ, V ZA,RAA)) for O2O2 relative to the surface concentration of O2O2 [48]. Tech-

nically, the effective concentration of O2O2 profile for the specific observation geometry and
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scattering conditions should be used but it is typically not known (it requires the prior knowl-

edge of the sampling volume) In addition this estimation most likely does not represent the

path through the NO2 layer since the majority of tropospheric NO2 resides much closer to

the surface than O2O2. This will lead to a path length with a maximum height well above

the top of the NO2 near surface layer.

3.2.4 Cloudy data filtering

To exclude any contamination of the ground-based data analysis by the cloud effects on

scattering and retrieval cloud covered sky fraction was determined from the full sky RGB

images as shown in 3.5

Figure 3.5: A typical skycam image taken at the Virginia Tech ground station on 11/15/2021
at 9:00 before mirroring and offset correction.

The Schreder-CMS ASI-16 is a fisheye imager, pointed at the sky, able to take RBG images

of the full sky, with a FOV of 360◦ horizontally and 90◦ vertically, however due to distortions
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around the horizon in sky images that can affect image analysis only 70◦ from the vertical

in each sky image is analyzed.

Figure 3.6: Time Series of cloud fractions calculated for 11/15/2021. Times are in hours
UTC, and the CDOC plot represents the sum of the thick and thin clouds calculated.

In order to analyze each sky image, two algorithms are employed using the Findclouds sky

image analysis software developed by CMS-Schreder. As a first pass of any image, the BRBG

(Brightness Red Blue Green) algorithm checks the ratio of blue/red+blue/green over the

entire image. Next, every combined pixel ratio is compared to a preset ratio for clouds, and

every pixel ratio under this value is considered covered by clouds. Next, the underexposed

image is analyzed in the same manner, except now these pixels are used to smooth areas

around the clouds as well as the sun to get a more realistic analysis of cloudiness. The

cloud fraction itself is computed by taking the fraction of pixels after smoothing that are

considered covered by clouds.

Next, the Cloud Detection and Opacity Classification (CDOC) algorithm builds on BRBG

analysis by comparing images confirmed to be clear of clouds to images to be analyzed. To

begin, a clear sky library is developed using images that have a cloud fraction of less than

0.01 as determined by the BRBG algorithm, and confirmed by user inspection, about a day’s
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worth of images is sufficient for analysis. Figure 3.6 shows the results of both algorithms

on 11/15/2021. For Figure 3.5, the calculated cloud fractions were 0.25 for the BRBG

algorithm, and 0.76 for the CDOC algorithm. The clouds in Figure 3.5 cover a majority of

the image, which is closer to the results of the CDOC algorithm. In addition, the BRBG

algorithm’s result coincides with the calculated cloud fraction of thick clouds in the image,

however, it is not able to detect the thin clouds that the CDOC can. Therefore, only CDOC

results will be used to determine cloud free days. Cloud fraction below 20% is considered

cloud free. The total number of cloud free days used in this work was 30.

3.2.5 Comparison between tropospheric NO2 columns from direct

sun and multi-axis observations

The following datasets were generated during the previous stages:

1. Mean and standard deviation of tropospheric columns over all MAX-DOAS azimuth

directions during 1 hr period;

2. Mean and standard deviation of total columns from direct sun measurements during 1

hr period;

3. Mean and standard deviation of tropospheric columns calculated from direct sun to-

tal column measurements and stratospheric column climatology-box model estimation

during 1 hr period.

To evaluate spatial homogeneity and measurements consistency difference between tropo-

spheric columns derived from direct sun and multi-axis was calculated (both absolute and

relative). A seasonal offset between the direct sun and multi-axis tropospheric NO2 columns

can be indicative of stratospheric correction issues.
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3.2.6 Evaluation of spatial homogeneity in rural locations and its

implications for satellite validation

In environments with a homogeneous air pollution distribution, both direct sun and multi-

axis measurements should produce the same columns (within their corresponding errors), if

stratospheric component is subtracted correctly from the total column. Standard deviation

of the measurements from 8 multi-axis azimuth angles within 1 hr should be representative

of the measurement precision and spatial heterogeneity. If standard deviation of the multiple

azimuth angle measurements is equal to standard deviation of the direct sun measurements

the conclusion is that the area is relatively spatially homogeneous and only one direction

(e.g. direct sun or single azimuth sky scan) might be sufficient for validation purposes. If

this is not the case, the measured standard deviation from multiple direction measurements

should be compared to the satellite tropospheric column total error. If the satellite errors

are larger than the detected variability, again, only one direction might be sufficient. If the

satellite errors are comparable or smaller, multi azimuth angle measurement strategy can be

recommended for validation purposes.

3.3 Measurement in urban polluted Rotterdam, the

Netherlands

3.3.1 TROLIX’19 Field Campaign

The TROLIX’19 (TROpomi vaLIdation eXperiment 2019) was a multi-agency, multi-institution

field campaign (4-Sep to 4-Oct-2019) led by the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI).

The main goal of TROLIX’19 was validation of TROPOMI L2 main data products includ-
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Figure 3.7: Mean tropospheric column NO2 for August-October 2019 derived from
TROPOMI measurements. Data have been re-gridded onto a 0.01ox0.01o grid for the calcu-
lation of the 3 month mean.

ing UVAI, Aerosol Layer Height, NO2, O3, and HCHO under a wide range of atmospheric

conditions. To characterise sub pixel heterogeneity effects local networks of sensors were de-

ployed around rural Cabauw (51.97° N, 4.93° E) and within the densely populated industrial

city of Rotterdam, the Netherlands during TROLIX’19.

Measurements made during the campaign include in-situ surface, sonde (O3 and NO2) and

airborne, satellite-based and ground-based remote sensing (LIDAR, DIAL, sun photometer,

scanning spectrometer instruments). This work focuses on tropospheric column measure-

ments by Pandora 148 located in Rotterdam (see Fig. 3.7). In addition, air pollution was

modeled using the LOTOS-EUROS (Long Term Ozone Simulation European Operational

Smog) model at 1x1km2
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3.3.2 Measurement Schedule

Pandora 148 was deployed from 1 September to 4 October, 2019 on the roof of a three-story

building in Schiedam, located in the Rotterdam–The Hague metropolitan area, west of Rot-

terdam (51.9172o, 4.4066o, 7 m above sea level). Only two azimuth directions had a proper

clearance for full MAX-DOAS scans: 261.5o (MAX-DOAS measurements from 2019/09/04:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 30, 88o elevation angles), and 54.5o (MAX-DOAS measurements

from 2019/09/21: 1, 2, 15, 30, 88o elevation angles). In addition to the fixed azimuth angle

scans, observation at azimuths relative to the solar azimuth angle were performed: ±90,

±135o at only three elevation angles (15, 30, 88o) to measure tropospheric column hetero-

geneity around the site (from 2019/09/04). Multi-axis measurements were inter dispersed

with direct sun observations (from 2019/09/01 - 2019/10/04) where 2 measurements were

taken without any filters (open) and two with U340 filter/diffuser combination. Each direct

sun measurement was about 40 sec. Measurements in all directions were done sequentially

changing filter wheel positions from open to U340 filter. Total integration time per elevation

angle for fixed azimuth directions was 15 sec for measurements taken with no filters (open),

and 20 sec for measurements taken with U340 filter. Measurements at 1o elevation angle

were done at 30 sec for open and 40 sec for U340 spectra. All varying zenith angle mea-

surements were taken at 40 sec total integration times. About 15% of the total integration

time was devoted to the dark measurements. The full sequence (4 full MAX scans in 261.5o

direction, 2 partial scans in 54.5o direction, 4 relative to the sun azimuth partial scans and

10 direct sun measurements) took about 53 minutes. No dedicated time was given to the

zenith only measurements for reference generation around local noon. Since measurements

in zenith direction were done before and after each partial and full scans significant number

of spectra are available for the reference creation
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3.3.3 Data Analysis

MAX-DOAS Tropospheric Column Analysis: NO2 differential slant column densities

were calculated using QDOAS software (v.) by Dr. Elena Lind and the data processing

procedures established during CINDI-2 [21] in UV spectral window. Tropospheric Vertical

Column Densities of NO2 were determined in the same way as discussed in Sec 3.2.3. The

tropospheric VCDs were temporally averaged over one hour period in the same manner as

measurements taken in Blacksburg, VA, in order to show the effects of spatial heterogeneity

in a polluted environment. While the measuring strategy used in Rotterdam does not have

as many spatially distributed measurements (5 azimuth angles vs 10), there are enough to

show in general how spatial averaging affects validation.

Spatio-temporal Variability Analysis using the LOTOS-EUROS Chemical Trans-

port Model: The Long Term Ozone Simulation(LOTOS) European Operational Smog

(EUROS) [25], or LOTOS-EUROS chemical transport model was used to simulate NO2 ver-

tical concentration profiles within the TROLIX’19 domain during the duration of campaign.

This run of LOTOS-EUROS is an experimental run with horizontal resolution of 1 x 1km2

and 12 vertical layers (maximum height: 9500m with 20m-2500m layer depths), which have

been provided by the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research.

Estimation of effective profiles along the photon path: ground-based measure-

ments Using these simulated NO2 concentration profiles, the sensitivity of the ground-

based observations can be evaluated as a function of sampling direction and distance. In this

work a single scattering approximation is used to estimate average photon slant path based

on O2O2 ∆SCD at 75o viewing zenith angle (same as in Eq. 3.2.3 for tropospheric column).

An ”effective” NO2 number density profile (ni) along the slant photon path was estimated
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by weighing each model cell layer volume mixing ratio (χi,j) by the path fraction through

that layer (fi,j) according to Eq. 3.4. This approach provides a simple characterization of

the ”integrated” heterogeneity ”seen” by the Pandora ground-based instrument.

ni =
∑
j

fi,j ·
χNO2
i,j · Pi,j
kBTi,j

(3.4)

Where i is the integer layer height, from 0 to 12, j is the integer LOTOS-EUROS cell number

along the estimated path length, P is an average layer pressure (interpolated in log scale)

in Pa, and T is the average layer temperature in K, and kB is the Boltzmann Constant:

1.3807× 10−23JK−1molecule−1.

Estimation of effective profiles along the photon path: satellite-based measure-

ments. A similar approach can be employed to simulate the ”effective” vertical profiles that

are ”seen” by TROPOMI detected photons. In this study it is assumed that the downwelling

and upwelling paths of the photons will encounter the entire atmosphere equally (single scat-

tering approximation ignoring actual weighting functions) within the ground-level pixel foot

print. This is done by finding the percentage of each LOTOS-EUROS box that resides inside

of a relevant TROPOMI pixel, and summing each cell’s NO2 contribution at each layer The

tropospheric Vertical Column Densities for both ground and satellite measurements can be

determined by integrating the simulated profiles from the surface to the top of troposphere.

Effect of Spatial Sampling on MAX-DOAS and Satellite Measurements: To show

the effect of spatial sampling on measurements through the LOTOS-EUROS model, both the

simulated profiles and VCDs of ground-based and satellite-based platforms can be compared

to each other. Differences in profiles correspond to spatially heterogeneous NO2 concen-

trations, which will show the effect of measuring different air volumes in an inhomogeneous
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environment on satellite validation. In addition, the estimated path lengths can be compared

to satellite pixel size to demonstrate how the range and direction of ground-based measure-

ments affects their relevancy in satellite validation at a particular measuring site. Finally,

the simulated profiles can be integrated by the height to determine each corresponding tropo-

spheric vertical column density, which can be compared to the real measured vertical column

densities to evaluate model accuracy.



Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Blacksburg, VA NO2 observations

Figure 4.1: Tropospheric NO2 VCD’s retrieved since 11/16/2021 from both Pandora 148
and 188. The color of each point is dependant on the azimuth viewing angle.

Figure 4.1 shows the time series of NO2 tropospheric VCD for the entire measuring pe-

riod. For most of the measuring period the NO2 tropospheric columns ranged between

49
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(1− 5)× 1015[molecules
cm2 ] with an average of 2.57× 1015[molecules

cm2 ] and a standard deviation of

1.536× 1015[molecules
cm2 ], which is consistent for measurements in low pollution rural locations

[10]. Larger tropospheric NO2 columns were also observed suggesting transport and local

contributions that are above background level.

Figure 4.2: Time series NO2 tropospheric vertical column densities for days with low cloud
fractions. Black points correspond to the averaged MAX-DOAS values from the previous
hour, and the color of each point is dependant on the azimuth viewing angle. Time is
measured in hour in hours UTC
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Figure 4.2 shows the original time series of NO2 tropospheric columns for cloud free days,

as well as the 1 hr averaged VCD from all azimuthal directions. Here the variability due

to azimuth angle is more clear. Each hourly average shows the net change in tropospheric

VCD in the Blacksburg area. On December 14, for instance, increased traffic due to students

leaving the University at the end of the semester led to increased columns detected between

250◦ and 300◦, which corresponds to one of the major routes out of Blacksburg, when com-

pared to other days when daily traffic was not as high. However the spatial variability is

reduced after averaging, with the averages for each measuring cycle detailing how NO2 levels

varied hour by hour in the Blacksburg area as a whole, as opposed to variability in a single

direction.

Figure 4.3 shows the hourly averaged MAX-DOAS and direct sun tropospheric columns for

the entire measuring cycle, as well as the absolute and percent differences between the two

data sets, respectively. In addition, the average uncertainties of each measuring cycle are

included as error bars. Since Direct Sun measurements measure unscattered sunlight and

have a higher signal to noise ratio than MAX-DOAS measurements,the average uncertainty

of each measurement is smaller in comparison; however the uncertainty in the climatological

estimate of the stratospheric NO2 vertical column density is on average six times larger

than the measurement uncertainty (0.27 ∗ 1015 vs 0.043 ∗ 1015[molecules
cm2 ]) and is the main

contributor to estimation of direct sun tropospheric column measurement uncertainty. The

average absolute difference between direct sun and MAX-DOAS tropospheric columns is

5.07∗1014[molecules
cm2 ] with a standard deviation of 4.2∗1014[molecules

cm2 ]. Direct Sun overestimated

MAX-DOAS tropospheric vertical column densities by approximately 30% at a standard

deviation of 27%. However, the interpretation of this should be done with care since the

actual tropospheric columns are very small and the difference is close to the measurement

error. The low variability between the two types of measurements suggests that the area
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Figure 4.3: (a) MAX-DOAS and direct sun tropospheric VCDs throughout the measuring
Period (1hr averaged); (b) The absolute difference between DS and MAX-DOAS hourly
averages; (c) Percent difference between DS and MAX-DOAS hourly averages. The error
bars represent a) absolute measurement uncertainty for tropospheric vertical column den-
sities retrieved from both viewing geometries, b) the sum of the absolute uncertainty from
temporally coincident MAX-DOAS and Direct Sun measurement cycles, and c) the percent
error between measurement cycles.

has a relatively homogeneous distribution of NO2. Since NO2 distribution is relatively

homogeneous around Blacksburg, the direction of the observations is not as important for

satellite validation. This is consistent with results from Drosoglou et al. [10] and Zhao et al.
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[51] which showed improved validation results of satellites in rural areas with lower NO2

pollution as opposed to urban areas with higher NO2 levels. The percent decrease matches

the 30% seen in other works [7].

Figure 4.4: Histogram depicting the standard deviation of the hourly MAX-DOAS and Direct
Sun measurements as well as histograms for OMI errors during the measuring period. The
theoretical error and precision of TEMPO is depicted by black and red lines, respectively.

The effects of low pollution and homogeneity can be further seen in Figure 4.4. Here the

standard deviations of MAX-DOAS and Direct Sun hourly averages were overplotted on

OMI errors during the same measuring period. In addition, the theoretical error for TEMPO

NO2 retrievals is represented by the black bar, with its upper and lower bounds represented

by a red error bar. Due to the homogeneous distribution of NO2 around Blacksburg, the

distribution of standard deviations of MAX-DOAS and Direct Sun hourly averaged data sets

are very similar. This means that the measurements taken in a single direction ”see” similar

variability to measurements of a larger air volume. In order to properly validate satellite

measurements, a measuring strategy should be developed that will have a higher distribution

of standard deviations to the error of satellite measurements. Figure 4.4 also demonstrates

the effectiveness of the measuring strategy for two different satellites. Assuming the error of
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TEMPO measurements will coincide with its theoretical limits, both Direct Sun and multi-

azimuth angle measuring strategy would be needed for TEMPO to more accurately validate

TEMPO. This is because the inhomogeneities measured on the ground match the proposed

error for TEMPO. This means that the inhomogeneities measured on the ground would be

measured by TEMPO as well, and cannot be discounted as the result of error. On the

other hand, OMI, due to its older design and larger ground pixel size, has larger errors.

This means that the inhomogeneities measured will not affect OMI retrievals, instead the

inhomogeneities will be overshadowed by error.

Figure 4.5: The MAX-DOAS estimated maximum range of the O2O2 scattering altitude for
30 clear days during the measuring period at a Measuring Zenith Angle of 15◦.
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Finally, Figure 4.5 shows the maximum estimated range of measurements taken in Blacksburg

at a 15◦ measuring zenith angle on cloud free days. These values remain consistently around

10km; this means that the furthest NO2 concentrations that are measured in Blacksburg

are approximately 10km away, which corresponds to an estimated height of approximately

2.5km.
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4.2 Rotterdam, the Netherlands NO2 observations

Figure 4.6: Time series NO2 tropospheric vertical column densities for 8 days during the
TROLIX’19 campaign in Rotterdam, NL. Black points correspond to the averaged MAX-
DOAS values from the previous hour, and the color of each point is dependant on the azimuth
viewing angle. Time is measured in hour in hours UTC

Figure 4.6 shows the time series of NO2 tropospheric vertical column densities retrieved

from MAX-DOAS measurements (Pandora 148) for 8 days during the TROLIX’19 cam-

paign in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The average VCD measured was approximately
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9 × 1015[molecules
cm2 ] with a standard deviation of 8.5 × 1015[molecules

cm2 ], which is both a higher

level of pollution as well as a higher level of measurement variability than what was seen

around Blacksburg, but also smaller than pollution levels seen by Wang et al. [49] at a rural

site in Northern China. In addition to the higher levels of pollution, the spatial variability

of NO2 in Rotterdam is higher as well. This is especially clear on September 14th, when

around noon, measurements made in the direction of the ship canal spiked, while measure-

ments in the other directions remained low. If the ship canal measurements were used to

validate TROPOMI then there would be an assumed much higher concentration of NO2 at

the measuring site than if any of the off-axis measurements were used.

4.3 Measurement Path Length and LOTOS-EUROS

Simulated Profiles

Figure 4.7 shows the Vertical Column Densities LOTOS-EUROS simulated for September

12, 14, and 20 for 12pm In addition, the nearest TROPOMI pixel to the measuring site

has been outlined in Black and the measuring site is represented by a pink dot. The exact

location of the TROPOMI pixel relative to the measuring site shifts day to day. This occurs

because the orbit of TROPOMI is not identical for each revolutionDepending on how the

pixels align with the measuring site and the observation directions, measurements can be

better used for validation for other satellite pixels that do not align with the measuring site.

On 9/12/2019, for instance, measurements taken between 210◦ and 30◦ are not suitable for

the pixel over the measuring site since the path lengths do not travel through the space

observed by the pixel, instead the adjacent pixel would be validated by these measurements.

The measurements to use for validation of each pixel also change depending on the day;

this issue is mitigated by a general sampling strategy with many measurements made in an
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orientation that is offset from the sun, so that a large enough set of measurements are made

that measure a different air volumes from each other measurement, which can be used to

validate the satellite pixel that is most spatially relevant to each measurement.

Figure 4.7: Map of the area surrounding the ground station in Rotterdam, the Netherlands
(pink dot), and corresponding simulated LOTOS-EUROS Vertical Column Densities for
September 12, 14, and 20. The nearest TROPOMI pixel on each day is outlined in black.

Figure 4.8 shows the simulated path lengths for the three days analyzed. Path lengths

each day show a clear sensitivity to solar zenith angle in the morning and afternoon, which

coincides with simulated path lengths in Blacksburg as well. The effective heights for mea-

surements made at 75◦ zenith angles easily clear the Planetary Boundary Layer.Therefore,

these simulated paths will fully travel through the tropospheric NO2 profile, and can be used

to evaluate measurement sensitivity to NO2 profiles.

The simulated NO2 profiles in Fig. 4.9 follow a similar pattern. Each day’s simulated pro-

files are plotted alongside the estimated ”TROPOMI” profile at the TROPOMI overpass

time only. Morning profiles are very heterogeneous and vary greatly with viewing azimuth

angle and are larger than the TROPOMI profile, however by the TROPOMI overpass time,

the measured profiles much more homogeneous; however, the surface inhomogeneity is still

clear, since most profiles are either larger or smaller that the TROPOMI profile. Rather

than comparing individual profiles to the TROPOMI profile, the average of the set of pro-

files taken withing the hour of TROPOMI overpass would be a closer approximation, which
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Figure 4.8: Time Series simulated path lengths based on measurements made during the
TROLIX’19 field campaign. Each point is colored according to its azimuth viewing angle.

demonstrates the effectiveness of a spatially distributed measuring strategy. Since emis-

sions, transport and photolysis change within the measurement volume based on the time of

day, the satellite overpass time is also an important consideration to make when choosing a

validation strategy. While TROPOMI only overpasses around 13:30 local time for all mea-

sured locations, TEMPO will be able to take measurements from sunrise to sunset at hourly

intervals.

In addition, the measuring azimuth angles of the measurements to be averaged must relate

to the area measured by the satellite pixel. This issue is illustrated best on September 20th.

The profiles from measurements made that day, and in the hour around the TROPOMI

overpass, were made in the northern direction, ranging from 300◦ to 100◦. However, Figure
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Figure 4.9: Simulated profiles based on measurements made during the TROLIX’19 field
campaign on 9/12/2019,, 9/14/2019, and 9/20/2019 for the entire day, as well as specific
hours: 8am, the relevant hour at which local TROPOMI measurements are taken, approxi-
mately 12pm and 4pm. Each point is colored according to its azimuth viewing angle.

4.7 shows that on September 20th, the measuring site is on the northern border of the relevant

TROPOMI pixel. Measurement viewing angles between 250◦ and 70◦ would measure paths

that mostly reside in a different pixel, and would be better used to validate that pixel instead.

This issue highlights the need to have a sufficient number of measurements made at an even

distribution of measuring azimuth angles, even if some of the measurements do not cover the

pixel measuring area, there will always be enough to effectively measure the pixel measuring

area.

One final consideration to make in regards to the profiles is the difference in profile shapes

between the TROPOMI pixel and the simulated ground profiles. For instance the TROPOMI

profile on September 12th is not only larger than the average ground measurement profile,

the profile at the surface is slightly less sensitive than the ground measurements. This is

also the case on September 14th, and is easier to see. The fact that the profiles seen by

TROPOMI and round measurements are different demonstrates the fundamental problem

with using individual measurements or a small number of averaged measurements to compare

to satellite measurements. This lack of sensitivity to inhomogeneities of trace gas profiles by
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space borne instruments means that measurements on the ground will need to have a similar

lack of sensitivity, in order to measure a similar profile. Otherwise, since the measured

profiles will be different, the retrieved column densities will be different. Since the point

of validation is to ensure that measurements in space coincide with measurements on the

ground, both measurements need to measure similar volumes of air, which should mean the

profiles measured are the same. Therefore, since a lack of spatial averaging will lead to

different trace gas profiles being measured on the ground and in space, a proper measuring

strategy, that is able to measure azimuthaly similar volumes as the satellite to be validated,

is the only effective way to validate satellite measurements.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of spatially averaging MAX-DOAS measurements

at regular azimuth angle intervals on an hourly basis to validate satellite based DOAS mea-

surements. Off-Axis MAX-DOAS Measurements taken in Blacksburg, Virginia, between

November 2021 and April 2022 with an evenly distributed set of measurements were av-

eraged every hour and compared to Direct Sun measurements, also averaged every hour.

Comparisons of the difference in average measurement from both measuring strategies, as

well as the distribution standard deviations of hourly measurements suggests that the NO2

distribution around Blacksburg is homogeneous, however the measuring strategy demon-

strated a 30% reduction in average measurements compared to direct sun measurements.

In order to analyze the effects of hourly averaged sampling, the LOTOS-EUROS high res-

olution (1kmx1km) chemical transport model was used to simulate profiles and vertical

column densities of real measurements taken in Rotterdam on September 12, 14, 20 dur-

ing the TROLIX’19 Field Campaign. In order to estimate the length of the scattered light

path, which is needed to determine the relevant model boxes that the measured light passed

through, the differential slant column density of O2O2 measured on the ground is divided
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by the concentration of O2O2 at the surface, which is calculated using meteorological data.

Ground profiles vary greatly with both time and measuring viewing angle throughout the

day, and comparisons to TROPOMI profiles, which have been simulated using model and

real pixel geometries, show that the profiles observed are different from each other; how-

ever, the TROPOMI profile is approximately the average of all profiles simulated within an

hour of the measuring time, which suggests that by spatially averaging measurements, an

appropriate approximation of the profile seen from space can be made.

To summarize, in order to account for the lack of satellite sensitivity to horizontal inhomo-

geneity, a corresponding set of evenly distributed measurements in the azimuth direction can

be averaged over a set time in order to decrease the azimuth sensitivity of ground measure-

ments to better match satellite measurements, improving validation techniques. In order

to ensure that the measurements coincide with what is seen by a satellite instrument, mea-

surements taken within the hour of overpass should be averaged together in order to come

to a measurement that covers an area that more closely resembles that which is seen by a

satellite. In order to properly characterize, and remove, the sensitivity to horizontal inho-

mogeneities, the measurements averaged must be evenly distributed over the volume that is

being measured by the satellite.



Chapter 6

Further Work

While this thesis demonstrates the viability of an hour based sampling strategy, the strat-

egy needs to be field tested at an inhomogeneous location in order to truly determine its

validity. Urban Locations, such as Greenbilt, Mayland where NASA’s Goddard Spaceflight

Center is located, is a sufficiently urban location to provide an inhomogeneous distribution

of NO2 that can be used to validate this measuring strategy. In addition, it is important to

characterize just how many different viewing geometries are needed in order for the measur-

ing strategy to be effective. An in depth look at the effect of various quantities of viewing

geometries, distributed both in the azimuth and zenith directions, will not only prove the

strategy’s effectiveness, but also help to develop a plan of action for future satellite vali-

dation campaigns. However, in order to take enough measurements in a given hour, more

instruments will need to be used. Rather than attempting to acquire more individual in-

struments to use, it would be better to instead develop a new instrument, that is able to

take MAX-DOAS measurements in multiple zenith angles simultaneously at a given azimuth

angle. The development and testing of this equipment would further aid in the development

of the concepts in this thesis.
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